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1. Introduction: Ataman Group Cases 

The Ataman Group Cases concern violations of the applicants’ right to freedom of peaceful 
assembly and/or ill-treatment of the applicants on account of excessive force used to disperse 
peaceful demonstrations.1 Cases in the Ataman Group further concern failure to carry out an 
effective investigation into the applicants’ allegations of violations of freedom of assembly and 
ill-treatment, as well as prosecutions of peaceful protesters.2

The Ataman Group Cases primarily involve violations of Articles 3, 11 and 13 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR). The cases before the 
European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) cover assemblies and demonstrations in most 
regions of Turkey — including the cities of Istanbul, Adana, Adıyaman, Ankara, Bingöl, Bolu, 
Izmir and Malatya. The reasons for assemblies and demonstrations cover social and political 
events (protests against F-type prison conditions e.g.), protests against a NATO summit, 
gatherings against the United States-led invasion of Iraq, gatherings to celebrate International 
Labour Day and protests in reaction to changes made to laws governing higher education or 
social security. 

As of November 2014, there are forty-five cases in the Ataman Group.3 The first case, Oya Ataman 
v. Turkey, was decided on December 5th 2006. The European Court of Human Rights continues 
to deliver cases that share the systemic nature of violations as per the Ataman Group. In addition, 
in order to highlight the systemic nature of the problems, on 16 July 2013 and 23 July 2013, 
the ECtHR delivered two article 46 judgments in the cases of Abdullah Yaşa v. Turkey and İzci v. 
Turkey.4 Under the operative part of İzci v. Turkey, the Court drew attention to the increase in the 
numbers of similar cases and stated: 

“The Court observes that it has found in over forty of its judgments against Turkey that the 
heavy-handed intervention of law enforcement officials in demonstrations or the bringing 
of criminal proceedings against applicants for taking part in peaceful demonstrations was 
in breach of Articles 3 and/or 11 of the Convention. (See also, aforementioned Ali Güneş v. 

1 For violation determinations table, see Annex 2.
2 Taşarsu v. Turkey.
3 For the most up to date list of the cases, see the Committee of Ministers website: https://wcd.coe.int/

ViewDoc.jsp?Ref=CM/Del/OJ/DH(2014)1208&Language=lanFrench&Ver=prel0001&Site=CM&Back-
ColorInternet=DBDCF2&BackColorIntranet=FDC864&BackColorLogged=FDC864 (Access date: 22.11.2014). 

4 Article 46 judgments are a special type of remedy judgment delivered by the European Court of Human 
Rights. They indicate to the respondent government that the rights violation is not one off and that they 
have a systematic character. These judgments also call on states to remedy the systematic factors lead-
ings to identical violations. For more information on Article 46 judgments, please also see Çalı and Bruch, 
Monitoring the Implementation of the Judgments of the European Court of Human Rights: A Handbook 
for Non-Governmental Organizations https://ecthrproject.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/monitoring-
handbook_calibruch1.pdf (Access date: 22.11.2014).

https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?Ref=CM/Del/OJ/DH(2014)1208&Language=lanFrench&Ver=prel0001&Site=CM&BackColorInternet=DBDCF2&BackColorIntranet=FDC864&BackColorLogged=FDC864
https://ecthrproject.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/monitoringhandbook_calibruch1.pdf
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Turkey, §46; aforementioned DİSK and KESK v. Turkey, §§ 36-37). It notes that a common 
feature of those cases is the authorities’ failure to show a certain degree of tolerance 
towards peaceful gatherings and, in some cases, the precipitate use of physical force, 
including tear gas, by the law enforcement personnel.

The Court has also noted in over twenty of those judgments the failure of the Turkish 
investigating authorities to carry out effective investigations into allegations of ill-
treatment by law enforcement personnel during demonstrations (See, Taşarsu v. Turkey, no. 
14958/07, 18 December 2012).

The Court observes that 130 applications against Turkey, which concern the right 
to freedom of assembly and/or use of force by law enforcement officials during 
demonstrations, are currently pending before it.5”

2. Key findings of the European Court of Human Rights in the Ataman 
Group Cases 

The European Court of Human Rights has made five overarching findings in the Ataman Group 
cases.6 These are summarized in the chart below: 

Five key findings:

1.  Intervention in peaceful gatherings is contrary to Article 11 of the ECHR.

2.  Targeting of peaceful protesters in non-peaceful gatherings is contrary to Article 11 
and Article 3 of the ECHR. 

3.  Disproportionate use of force (by way of tear gas or physical force) to disperse 
peaceful or non-peaceful gatherings is contrary to Article 11 and Article 3 of the ECHR. 

4.  Prosecution of peaceful protesters under various domestic laws is contrary to Article 
11 of the ECHR. 

5.  Lack of effective investigations into actions of police officers and their superiors for 
Article 3 violations of ECHR is contrary to the procedural positive obligations under 
Article 3. 

5 İzci v. Turkey, para. 95-97.
6 See Annex 2. 
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Finding 1: Intervention in peaceful gatherings is contrary to Article 11 of the ECHR

In almost all cases belonging to the Ataman Group the fact pattern involves executive organs 
declaring a gathering as unlawful and subsequently using force against those taking part. The 
reasons put forward by authorities to outlaw these gatherings and the subsequent force used 
to disperse them include incitement to violence, the blocking of traffic routes and gatherings in 
inappropriate locations. Despite this, in a significant number of judgments, the ECtHR deemed 
the vast majority of the gatherings to be peaceful7 or that the local authorities lacked adequate 
evidence to hold that either the gathering was a threat to public order or that the protesters 
were engaged in violent activities.8

The ECtHR found in the Ataman Group Cases that the interference with the rights of the 
applicants under Article 11 of the ECHR were prescribed by law and had a legitimate aim, 
namely of preventing public order as recognized in AIHS Article 11 paragraph (2). The ECtHR, 
however, went on in each and every case to find the measures taken by the executive organs not 
necessary in a democratic society.9

Finding 2: Targeting of peaceful protesters in non-peaceful gatherings is contrary to 
Article 11 and Article 3 of the ECHR

In other cases the Court found that, even if some gatherings were violent, there was not enough 
evidence that the individual applicants were themselves violent and therefore police officers 
targeting individuals by was contrary to Article 11 rights of the applicants.10

7 Açık and others v.Turkey no. 31451/03 13 January 2009, Akgöl and Göl v. Turkey no. 28495/06 and 
28516/06 17 May 2011, Arpat v. Turkey no. 26730/05 15 June 2011, Aşıcıand others v. Turkey no.17561/04 
15 June 2010, Aytaş and others v. Turkey no.6758/05 8 December 2009, Balçık and others v. Turkey 
no.25/02 29 November 2007, Biçici v. Turkey no. 30357/05 27 May 2010, Ergün v. Turkey no. 238/06 
24 July 2012, Gülizar Tuncer v. Turkey no. 23708/05 21 September 2010, İşeri and others v. Turkey no. 
29283/07 9 October 2012, Oya Ataman v. Turkey no. 74552/01 5 December 2006, Pekaslan v. Turkey no. 
4572/06 and 5684/06 20 March 2012, Uzunget v. Turkey no. 21831/03 13 October 2009.

8 Gazioğlu and others v. Turkey no. 29835/05 17 May 2011, Nurettin Aldemir and others v. Turkey no. 
32124/02, 32126/02, 32129/02, 32132/02, 32133/02, 32137/02 and 32138/02 18 December 2007.

9 Biçici v. Turkey, Balçık and others v. Turkey, Emine Yaşar v. Turkey no. 863/04 9 February 2010, Gazioğlu 
and others v. Turkey, GülizarTuncer v. Turkey, Güler Şahin and others v. Turkey no. 68263/0121 December 
2006, Karatepe and others v. Turkey no.33112/04, 36110/04, 40190/04, 41469/04 and 41471/04, Nurettin 
Aldemir v. Turkey, Oya Ataman v. Turkey, Serkan Yılmaz and others v. Turkey no: 25499/04 13 October 
2009, Uzunget v. Turkey no. 21831/03 13 October 2009.

10 Güler and Öngel v. Turkey no. 29612/05 and 30668/05 4 October 2011, Nisbet Özdemir v. Turkey no. 
23143/04 19 January 2010. 
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Finding 3: Disproportionate use of force (by way of tear gas or physical force) to 
disperse peaceful or non-peaceful gatherings is contrary to Article 11 and Article 3 
of the ECHR

In a majority of cases, the ECtHR found that the amount of suffering and pain inflicted on the 
protesters amounted to torture, inhuman and degrading treatment in violation of Article 3.11 
Instances including use of tear gas on an apprehended protester12, hitting those gathering 
on the head with truncheons and pulling the hair of a protester over a stair step13, and facial 
injuries14 were deemed to violate Article 3. 

Finding 4: Prosecution of peaceful protesters under various domestic laws are 
contrary to Article 11 of the ECHR 

In addition the Court decided that the prosecutions of protesters without adequate evidence 
with regard to whether the protest was peaceful or whether the protesters were peaceful in 
a non-peaceful context, did not meet the necessity in a democracy test within the context 
of Article 11. Such prosecutions, therefore, were deemed unnecessary or disproportionate. 
Furthermore, in the case of Arpat v. Turkey, the Court indicated that whether the applicant is 
acquitted or not at the end of the prosecution process is not a factor that can be taken into 
account with regard to the necessity or the proportionality of such prosecutions.15 The very fact 
that prosecution of a peaceful protester took place is sufficient to find a violation of Article 11. 

Finding 5: Lack of effective investigations into actions of police officers and their 
superiors in violation of Article 3 is contrary to the procedural positive obligations 
under Article 3 

The ECtHR also found that the lack of effective investigations into the actions of police officers 
amounted to a violation of positive procedural obligations under Article 3. 

The lack of effective investigations of prosecutors into the necessity of the use of force16, lack 
of effective investigations into the use of tear gas by police officers,17 the lack of due regard to 

11 Aytaş and others v. Turkey, Biçici v. Turkey, Ergün v. Turkey, Güler and Öngel v. Turkey, Gülizar Tuncer 
v. Turkey no. 12903/02 8 February 2011,İşeri and others v. Turkey, Karatepe v. Turkey, Kop v. Turkey no. 
12728/05 20 October 2009, Serkan Yılmaz and others /Turkey, Timtik/ Turkey no. 12503/06 9 November 
2010 

12 Ali Güneşv. Turkey para 41. 
13 Dur v. Turkey parag. 40.
14 Gazioğlu v. Turkey, Sami Karabulut v. Turkey, GülizarTuncer v. Turkey. 
15 Arpat v. Turkey, Aşıcı and others v. Turkey, Aytaşand others v. Turkey, Turan Biçer v. Turkey no. 3224/03 30 

November 2010, Gün and others v. Turkey no: 8029/07 18 June 2013.
16 Cemalettin Canlı v. Turkey. 
17 Ali Güneş v. Turkey, para. 46. 
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health reports presented by injured protesters at the investigation phase18, over reliance on 
police statements by the prosecutors, a failure to speedily identify police officers involved in 
acts of torture, inhuman and degrading treatment and failure to include eye witnesses to the 
investigation19 have been identified as areas of key concern.

Finally, the ECtHR also held that the administrative preliminary investigations by Turkey’s 
Ministry of Interior failed to meet the standards of an independent investigation, in particular 
as these investigations do not meet the requirement demanding that there should not be any 
hierarchical relationship between the investigator and the investigated.20

2.1 Article 46 Judgments in the cases of Abdullah Yaşa v. Turkey and İzci v. Turkey 

In 2013, the European Court of Human Rights went a step further, in Abdullah Yaşa v. Turkey and 
İzci v. Turkey, and indicated general measures to the Turkish authorities under Article 46 of the 
Convention. 

In both cases, the finding of a violation of Article 3 in conjunction with the use of tear gas against 
protesters and the lack of effective investigations with respect to the necessity, proportionality 
and reasonableness of such use triggered the Court to find systemic problems with the legal 
and administrative framework concerning the use of tear gas by law enforcement officers in 
conjunction with their duties in the course of demonstrations. 

In Yaşa v. Turkey, the European Court of Human Rights did not find either Circular No 19 of the 
Security General Directorate nor the Order concerning the Use of Tear Gas of December 2008 an 
adequate safeguard with respect to Article 3 of the ECHR21. The Court further noted that Law 
No 2559 on the Duties of Police Officers (amended by Law No 5681 in 2007) and Law No 2911 on 
Demonstrations and Public Meetings do not provide an adequate framework for the regulation 
of the use of tear gas by police officers. 

The Court underlined that Turkey must adopt general measures by way of legislation and 
detailed administrative regulation to ensure that the use of physical force, such as tear gas, does 
not violate Article 3 and 11 of the Convention.22

The Court made specific reference to the standards developed by the Committee on the 
Prevention of Torture (CPT/Inf (2009) 8) when developing a relevant legal and administrative 
framework. In Yaşa v. Turkey, in particular under Article 46 of the ECHR, the Court held that any 
general measure must meet the requirements stated below: 

18 Arpat v. Turkey.
19 Biçici v. Turkey.
20 Erdem v. Turkey. 
21 Abdullah Yaşa and others v. Turkey, para. 60.
22 İzci v. Turkey, para. 98.
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Abdullah Yaşa v. Turkey Article 46 Judgments

A legal framework must be put in place to regulate the use of tear gas targeted to minimizing 
the risk of death and injury,23

The legal framework must have a clear set of rules regarding tear gas can and cannot be used,

A system be put in place that guarantees adequate training of law enforcement personnel and 
control and supervision of that personnel during demonstrations, 

Effective ex post facto review of the necessity, proportionality and reasonable of any use of 
force, especially against people who do not put of violent resistance,

Effective judicial investigations into allegations of ill treatment in conformity with the 
obligation under Article 3 in such a way to ensure the accountability of senior police officers.

3. Supervision of Ataman Group Judgments by the Committee of 
Ministers 23

The supervision of the monitoring of the Ataman Group cases has been ongoing before the 
Committee of Ministers since 5 March 2007. This is when the first case of the group, Oya Ataman 
v. Turkey, became final. Since then the list of cases added to the Ataman Group has increased. 
As the Turkish authorities have not taken the required individual and general measures for the 
execution of these judgments, the monitoring of execution before the Committee of Ministers 
remains ongoing. Ataman Group cases are currently under enhanced supervision24 of the 
Committee of Ministers due to the long standing delays in execution, the presence of two Article 
46 judgments and the increase in the number of judgments by the European Court of Human 
Rights communicated to the Committee of Ministers. 

3.1. Individual Measures in the Ataman Group Cases

Alongside the duty, when awarded, to pay compensation to applications under Article 41 of 
the ECHR, the Ataman Group judgments require, as a matter of an individual measure, that the 
state effectively investigates and prosecutes violations of Article 3 and that the state retries 
prosecuted peaceful protesters. In most cases individuals acquitted before the domestic courts 
do not request a re-trial in the aftermath of a Strasbourg judgment. 25

23 Yaşa v. Turkey, para. 60.
24 For the difference between enhanced and standard supervision, see Çalı and Bruch (2011), footnote 4.
25 See Annex 3.
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Following up on the Article 46 Judgments of the Court, in its 1179th meeting in September 2013, 
the Committee of Ministers indicated that it had received no information on individual measures 
concerning investigations against police officers in the current cases before it.

3.2. General Measures in the Ataman Group Cases

The Committee of Ministers in its 1179th meeting in September 2013 decided that, in the light of 
the Article 46 Judgments in the cases of Abdullah Yaşa v. Turkey and İzci v. Turkey, the following 
general measures were necessary: 

- Amendment of the Turkish legislation 2911 with a view to ensuring that domestic authorities 
are under an obligation to assess the necessity of interfering with the right to freedom of 
assembly, in particular in situations where demonstrations are held peacefully; 

- Review of the already existing rules concerning the use of physical force, in particular tear 
gas (or pepper spray), by law enforcement officers; 

- An independent, effective and impartial procedure capable of reviewing the necessity, 
proportionality and reasonableness of any use of force after a demonstration is dispersed; 

- Measures are introduced to ensure that sanctions are provided under Turkish law in the 
event that officers fail to comply with the terms of circulars issued concerning the necessity 
and proportionality of force to be used by law enforcement officers;

- Measures to ensure that authorities and courts act promptly and diligently in carrying out 
investigations into allegations of ill-treatment and in conducting criminal proceedings 
initiated against law enforcement officers; 

-  Measures to ensure that the authorities do not take steps to punish or intimidate individuals 
who have exercised their right to freedom of assembly ex post facto.26

3.3. The Action Plan of Turkey concerning the Ataman Group Cases as of 31st July 2014 

On 31.07.2014 the Turkish Government submitted its action plan with regard to the 
implementation of the Ataman Group cases.27 The Action Plan indicated that sections 6, 7, 11, 

26 Cf, the decision of the Committee of Ministers in its 1179th meeting: https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.
jsp?Ref=CM/Del/OJ/DH(2013)1179/19&Language=lanFrench&Ver=original&Site=CM&BackColorInter-
net=C3C3C3&BackColorIntranet=EDB021&BackColorLogged=F5D383 (Access date: 22.11.2014).

27 Action Plan of the Republic of Turkey concerning the Oya Ataman Group Cases of 31 July 2014, available 
at https://wcd.coe.int/com.instranet.InstraServlet?command=com.instranet.CmdBlobGet&InstranetIm-
age=2572357&SecMode=1&DocId=2169188&Usage=2 (Access date: 22.11.2014).

https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?Ref=CM/Del/OJ/DH(2013)1179/19&Language=lanFrench&Ver=original&Site=CM&BackColorInternet=C3C3C3&BackColorIntranet=EDB021&BackColorLogged=F5D383
https://wcd.coe.int/com.instranet.InstraServlet?command=com.instranet.CmdBlobGet&InstranetImage=2572357&SecMode=1&DocId=2169188&Usage=2
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12, 13, 23, 24, 28, 36 and 37 of law 2911 — “Meetings and Demonstration Marches Act” — dated 
6 October 1983 — were amended by law 6529 on Amendment to Various Laws in Order to 
Enhance Fundamental Rights and Liberties, dated 13 March 2014.28

The action plan also indicated that further amendments were under way in line with the “Action 
Plan for the Prevention of Violations of the European Court of Human Rights” of the Turkish 
cabinet of ministers of February 2014 to the aforementioned law.29 It is also noted that a by-law 
from the Ministry of the Interior is under preparation to reflect on the changes made to Law No. 
2911.30 The action plan further notes that the preparation of a “Circular on the Use of Tear Gas 
and Defense Gun Along With Their Equipment and Ammunition” started in June 2014.

The Action Plan further notes police officer training is underway in multiple locations. 

The Turkish action plan further states that according to statistics only two percent of 
demonstrations have been interfered with since 2013. Furthermore, the action plan asserts 
that ‘during demonstrations intervened in by the security forces, the fact that the protesters 
harm the environment and attack the security forces with stones, sticks and similar objects 
are considered as the sole “intervention ground”, which is compatible with the case-law of 
the ECtHR’.31 The government indicates that, according to its statistics, 3,173 individuals were 
arrested during demonstrations and all of those have been ‘ill-intentioned persons who abused 
their fundamental right by driving violence forward in these demonstrations.32’ 

With regard to effective investigations, it is reported that 329 investigations in 13 separate 
provinces, mainly in Ankara and Istanbul, were initiated due to injuries deemed to exceed 
the limit with respect to the right to use of force and malpractice during the Gezi Park Events. 
Decisions of non-prosecution were rendered in 59 of these investigations, criminal cases were 
filed in some of them, and the remainders are still pending. 33

The action plan further provides statistics with regard to disciplinary investigations. Accordingly, 
a decision to “permit initiating an investigation” was rendered with respect to 2 district 
governors, 11 security officials, 7 police officers; “suspension for 16 months” and “suspension for 
24 months” were imposed on 16 public officials; 3 police officers and 4 municipal police officers 
were suspended from work; change of duty or branch was recommended with respect to 1 
provincial security director and 1 district security director.

28 These amendments will be covered in Part 4 of the Report.
29 Cf. Action Plan for the Prevention of Violations of the European Convention of Human Rights of the Turk-

ish Cabinet of Ministers, 24.02.2014, published in the Official Gazette on 1 March 2014 available at http://
www.inhak.adalet.gov.tr/duyuru/ep.pdf (Access date: 22.11.2014).

30 See, footnote 27.
31 Ibid. para 20.
32 Ibid. para 25.
33 İbid. para 28. 

http://www.inhak.adalet.gov.tr/duyuru/ep.pdf
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In response to the action plan, in its 1208th meeting held between 23-25 September 2014 
with respect to individual measures, the Committee of Ministers noted with concern that no 
information in respect of individual measures has been provided in response to the Committee’s 
decision adopted at the September 2013 DH meeting.34

With respect to general measures, the Committee of Ministers in the last meeting: 

1. asked Turkey to provide relevant information on the amendments to be made to Law No. 2944 to 
make it compatible with the ECHR;

2. raised concern with respect to lack of concrete information on how the rules concerning the use 
of tear gas or tear-gas canisters were revised with the view of minimizing risks of death and injury 
stemming from their use as per Article 46 judgments; 

3. raised concern about the lack of information on the ex-post-facto review of the use of force by 
police officers with regard to the necessity, proportionality and reasonableness of that use of 
force;

4. found information unsatisfactory with regard to the statistics provided concerning administrative 
sanctions imposed on law enforcement officers and asked once again for more information on 
the nature, range and effectiveness of sanctions provided under Turkish law; 

5. raised concern about the information provided on investigations and criminal proceedings 
against law enforcement officers and whether these investigations and proceedings were 
Convention compliant;

6. emphasized that the İzci judgment further demands for effective investigations into allegations 
of torture and that such investigations also need to ensure the accountability of senior police 
officers.35

In sum, the Committee of Ministers was not satisfied with the range of legislative, administrative 
and judicial measures provided by the Turkish authorities. The Committee of Ministers also 
highlighted the lack of concrete information as to the effectiveness of the measures taken so far. 
Turkey is now called upon to provide the requested information above by 31 December 2014. 
Ataman Group cases will be reviewed again in March 2015. 

34 Full text of the Decision available at http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/execution/Reports/pending-
Cases_en.asp?CaseTitleOrNumber=Ataman&StateCode=TUR&SectionCode= (Access date 22.11.2014).

35 Ibid. 

http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/execution/Reports/pendingCases_en.asp?CaseTitleOrNumber=Ataman&StateCode=TUR&SectionCode
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4. The State of the Implementation of General Measures 
4.1 Legislative Measures 

Article 34 of the Turkish Constitution (as amended on October 3, 2001 through Act No. 4709) 
states: 

“Everyone has the right to hold unarmed and peaceful meetings and demonstration marches without 
prior permission.

The right to hold meetings and demonstration marches shall be restricted only by law on the grounds 
of national security, public order, prevention of commission of crime, protection of public health and 
public morals or the rights and freedoms of others.

The formalities, conditions, and procedures to be applied in the exercise of the right to hold meetings 
and demonstration marches shall be prescribed by law.”

The first and second paragraphs of Article 34 are largely similar to Article 11 of the ECHR. In 
addition, Article 34 paragraph 1 of the Turkish Constitution explicitly protects peaceful meetings 
without permission. 

The Law No. 2911 of 06.10.1983 entitled ‘Meetings and Demonstration Marches Act’ is the 
domestic legal framework that is in place to implement the freedom of assembly as laid down by 
Article 34 of the Constitution. 

Article 1 of Law No. 2911 explains the purpose of this law as offering a legal framework to specify 
the ‘conditions’, ‘procedures’ and ‘forms’ for the use of right to assembly. Article 3 of Law No. 2911 
further indicates that ‘everyone can organize peaceful gatherings without permission so long as 
the gatherings are in accordance with Law No. 2911’. 

Articles 6 and 7 of the Law, when read together with Articles 22, 23 and 24, in effect draw a sharp 
distinction between gatherings that are in accordance with Law No. 2911 and those that are 
unlawful under Law No. 2911. 

Article 6 of Law No. 2911 requires that gatherings do not interfere with public order or general 
peace and do not hamper the daily life of citizens. Article 7 indicates that gatherings cannot 
take place before sunrise and cannot continue after sunset. Article 22 bans gatherings on public 
roads, parks, places of worship, public buildings and their annexes and anywhere that is within a 
one kilometer radius of the Turkish Parliament. 

Article 23 bans any gathering that does not comply with the procedures laid out in Articles 9 and 
10, gatherings that do not take place in lawful areas designated in Article 6 and non-peaceful 
gatherings. In addition, Article 23 further bans any gathering that is banned by any other law or 
any gathering that has any singing, chanting, or other sounds regarded unlawful. 
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Article 24 allows the dispersal of any gathering that is unlawful under Law No. 2911 or any 
gathering that is subsequently deemed unlawful by the authorities due to any of the possibilities 
included in Article 23. Finally, Article 24 gives the local authority the right to use force when the 
gathering is deemed as unlawful. 

In this respect, Law No. 2911 as a whole explicitly lays out – contrary to paragraph 1 of Article 34 
of the Constitution – a permission system for any type of gathering. Furthermore, the law gives 
a broad margin of discretion to the local authorities to declare a gathering as unlawful, even 
when the gathering is peaceful or when there are peaceful groups present in the gathering. For 
example, a gathering taking place in a park or a gathering where a group of individuals start 
chanting an ‘unlawful’ slogan could be deemed unlawful and dispersed. 

In addition, once the gathering is deemed unlawful, the authorities, under Article 24 of Law No. 
2911, can use force against everyone present at the gathering after a warning if the gatherers are 
peaceful36 and without warning if the gatherers are not peaceful. 

Even if Article 34 of the Turkish Constitution is regarded as being in line with the spirit of the 
Ataman Group case law, Law No. 2911 undermines this significantly.37 None of the requirements 
set out in Law No. 2911 allow for a regional governor to first assess whether the protest is 
peaceful. As noted above, the ECtHR, in Ataman Group, highlights that the use of Law No 2911 
does not meet the test of ‘necessity in a democratic society’ due to its inherent inability to allow 
for peaceful demonstrations and its propensity to trigger the use of force by police officers 
against peaceful protests or non-peaceful protesters. 

4.1.1. Amendments to Law No. 2911 by Law No. 6529 post Ataman Group Cases 

Since the Ataman Group’s first case was delivered in 2006, Law No. 2911 has undergone three 
separate sets of amendments. These were on 8 February 200838, on 25 July 201039 and, finally, on 
13 March 2014.40

None of these amendments go to the heart of the problem in the Ataman Group cases: that the 
law is unable to distinguish between peaceful and non-peaceful protests and between peaceful 

36 Information provided by the Turkish Government on 11/09/2007 in the case of Sahin and Others http://
www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/execution/Reports/pendingCases_en.asp?CaseTitleOrNumber=at-
aman&StateCode=&SectionCode. (Access date: 22.11.2014). Cf. Habertürk “Bakanlıktan bibergazı 
genelgesi” (The Tear Gas Circular from the Ministry of Interior) http://www.haberturk.com/polemik/
haber/855946-bakanliktan-biber-gazi-genelgesi (Access date: 22.11.2014).

37 The apparent conflict between the purpose of Law No. 2911 with Article 34 of the Constitution alongside 
the ECtHR case-law on Article 11 will undoubtedly come before the Turkish Constitutional Court under 
the right to individual petition in the near future. 

38 Amendments to Articles 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 35.
39 Amendments to Articles 32, 33, 34A.
40 Amendments to Articles 6, 7, 11,12, 13, 23, 24, 28, 36, 37. 

http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/execution/Reports/pendingCases_en.asp?CaseTitleOrNumber=ataman&StateCode=&SectionCode
http://www.haberturk.com/polemik/haber/855946-bakanliktan-biber-gazi-genelgesi
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and non-peaceful protesters in the context of a non-peaceful protest. This is also accepted by 
the government as, in its last report submitted to the Committee Ministers 41 on July 31st 2014; it 
stated that further legislative work is underway.

The amendments of 8 February 2008 and 25 July 2010 concern Section VII of Law No. 2911. This 
regulates prison sentences of those who take part in unlawful protests. The amended article 28 
states that those who organize or take part in unlawful protests can be subject to between 1 and 
3 years imprisonment. This amendment made without addressing any other articles reinforces 
Law 2911’s inability to protect peaceful protesters. 

The most recent changes brought by Law No. 6529 of 13 March 2014 do not address the core 
problem identified in the Ataman Group cases. Pursuant to the amendment made to Article 6, 
Law 2911 stipulates that the location of meetings and protests shall not endanger public order, 
public peace and the daily lives of citizens. The latter two additions are ambiguous and subject 
the choice of location to a more onerous test than the early version of Article 6. 

Article 6 further requires the provincial governor to consult local representatives of political 
parties with members of parliament, the three trade unions with the most members and 
professional chambers with public functions. The ultimate authority to decide on the location 
and the route of a meeting or gathering, however, remains with the local governor. These recent 
amendments remain far from addressing the systematic problems common to Ataman Group 
cases. So long as interpretations of Article 6 do not protect the right to peaceful assembly, such 
interpretations will continue to be in violation of the ECHR.

An amendment made to Article 7 of Law No. 2911 allows indoor meetings to continue until 00:00 
(midnight) instead of 23:00. All meetings and marches that take place in open places must end 
before sunset. This is a minor change to Article 7 and a missed opportunity to define open and 
closed places. A one-hour extension to the meeting time does not really improve the prohibitive 
nature of this clause. In addition, the amended version of Article 7 fails to address the ECtHR 
requirement that peaceful assemblies must be protected, regardless of the time of the day at 
which they take place.

An amendment made to Article 11 enables the police force to take voice and video recordings 
of those who participate in gatherings or marches. The provision indicates that these recordings 
cannot be used in any manner other than for establishing suspects and criminal evidence. The 
provision increases the oversight of the police force over the participants in gatherings and 
marches. Individuals who do not wish to be recorded or filmed will cease to use their right to 
assembly. Even though the law states that these recordings cannot be used by other parties, the 
absence of rules governing the filing of these recordings and their destruction after a reasonable 
period of time points to their potential arbitrary use. In addition, given that the recordings can 
be requested by a judge, it is possible that they may be used for other purposes. 

41 Cf. footnote 27.
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Recent practices of the police forces and prosecutors alongside the Ataman Group cases caution 
alarm for this amended provision. There is a systematic tendency to unnecessarily prosecute 
participants in assemblies deemed illegal by authorities. Given this, increased police surveillance 
powers are likely to be at the expense of protesters’ rights. The amendment falls short of 
indicating that any criminal activity (including beatings and the excessive use of tear gas by 
police as per the Ataman Group cases) must be recorded. There is no genuine link between the 
general measures demanded by Ataman Group judgments and the amendment of Law 2911 that 
allow for the recording of protesters by the police. 

The amendment to Article 12 of Law No. 2911 now requires the organizing committee of any 
assembly to decide to disperse when the assembly exceeds its purpose and does not proceed in 
an orderly fashion. This is ambitious and does not correspond to the ECHR principle that peaceful 
assemblies need to be tolerated by authorities. To impose the duty to disperse an assembly 
(which may be peaceful) on the organizing committee runs contrary to the obiter dictum of 
ECtHR case law. 

Given the logic on which the Law No. 2911 rests, which prefers lawful gatherings to peaceful 
ones and confers a wide margin of discretion upon authorities to indiscriminately disperse 
unlawful gatherings, it is crucial that the Turkish Parliament takes up the challenge of bringing 
domestic legal framework in line with the Constitution and ECtHR case-law. This requires a major 
overhaul of Law No. 2911 or a new law. 

4.1.2 The legal framework for the use of force, including tear gas, by law enforcement 
officers 

The legal framework for the use of force by law enforcement officers in the context of the right to 
assembly is Article 24 of Law No. 2911 and Article 16 of Law No. 2559 concerning the duties and 
powers of police officers. 

Article 24 empowers the highest local authority to determine whether the gathering is unlawful 
or whether it has turned unlawful and to send law enforcement officers to a gathering. The 
head of law enforcement then warns the crowd to disperse. If the crowd does not disperse, 
law enforcement officers are authorized to use force. In cases of attack or resistance against 
law enforcement officers or attack against individuals or property they are protecting, law 
enforcement officers may directly use force. Article 24 of Law No. 2911 does not specify the rules 
of engagement for the use of force by law enforcement officers. This is subject to regulation 
stipulated under Article 16 of the Law 2559 concerning the duties and powers of police officers. 

Article 16 (1) of the aforementioned law states that the police has the power to use force when 
‘it faces resistance to public officers performing their duties, with the purpose of quashing that 
resistance, to the extent that is necessary.’ 
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This article suggests that the moment that a gathering is deemed unlawful by the authorities, 
any action resisting the dissolution of the gathering would come within the scope of Article 
16(1). The joint use these two bodies of law bring both peaceful protests and peaceful protesters 
under the scope of lawful use of force by police officers under domestic law. This point to the 
lack of a legal framework that would ensure the assessment of the necessity of use of force by 
police officers. The lack of any proper amendment to Law No. 2911, therefore, automatically 
enables the use of force by police officers in situations where a gathering is deemed unlawful. A 
second consequence of the existing regulation is that the very moment the police is empowered 
to use force under Article 16, the protesters are qualified as criminals resisting police officers. It is 
for this very reason that the legal framework generates a systematic fault in violation of finding 4 
of the Ataman Group.

Article 16 paragraph (1) sets out the rules of engagement for the use of force by police officers. 
The use of force must take into account the context and degree of resistance. Force must also 
be used incrementally with the purpose of rendering the resister unable to resist. Means to do 
this are listed as bodily force and material force (including the use of water cannons, tear gas and 
police dogs). Article 16 leaves the decision on the means and methods of the use of force to the 
discretion of individual police officers based on the type and degree of resistance they face, save 
in the cases of collective use of force. In the latter case, the degree of the use of force must be 
decided by the head of the police force. The police are also free to assess whether the need to 
issue a warning exists depending on circumstances. 

The framework set out in Article 16 does not offer any clear guidelines to the use of tear gas or 
other means of material force, as the article defers to police officers on the ground. In addition, 
the current legal framework does not set out any ex-post-facto review mechanisms for the use of 
force either by the individual police officer or by the head of the force in cases of collective uses 
of force. 

The government has argued that Circular No. 55 of 26.06.2013 and Circular No. 64 of 22.07.2013 
head in the right direction to remedy the lack of a legal framework on the use of tear gas or other 
forms of material force.42

Circular No. 55 hints at the problem of police officers using tear gas in an excessive and arbitrary 
manner. It seeks to end the individual discretion when employing tear gas by demanding that 
operational decisions to use tear gas should be taken by deputy heads of rapid reaction forces. 
Circular No. 55 also demands that a warning is compulsory before the use of tear gas. This is in 

42 The letters dated 11.11.2013 and 13.01.2014 written by the Turkish Ministry of Interior to Turkey Human 
Rights Institution says that the interventions made to the protests between 27 May 2013-September 
2013 were in accordance with a directive dated 25.08.2011 and entitled ‘Directions on the procedural 
and substantive rules for the personnel who are assigned to societal events“. For a summary of this cor-
respondence, please see the Turkey Human Rights Institution Gezi Park Report of October 2014. http://
www.tihk.gov.tr/www/files/5457741778378.pdf (Access date: 26.11.2014).

http://www.tihk.gov.tr/www/files/5457741778378.pdf
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order for everyone to have the possibility to leave the vicinity. It asks for due attention to be 
paid to the presence of schools, hospitals and the like and order the canisters not to be used in 
enclosed spaces. The Circular further asks for due attention to be paid to the profile of the group 
(i.e. elderly, women, disabled) to be targeted. 

Circular No. 64 requires police forces to fire tear gas canisters from a range of 40 meters or more 
and forbids them to directly target protesters when firing. 

In 2009, the Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT) indicated that, at the very minimum, 
any guidelines for the use of tear gas should include: 

“... [A] clear circular governing the use of pepper spray/tear gas to be drawn up, which should 
include, as a minimum;

clear instructions as to when pepper spray may be used, which should state explicitly that 
pepper spray should not be used in a confined area; 

the right of prisoners exposed to pepper spray to be granted immediate access to a doctor and 
to be offered measures of relief; 

information regarding the qualifications, training and skills of staff members authorized to use 
pepper spray; 

an adequate reporting and inspection mechanism with respect to the use of pepper spray...”43

Whilst the two circulars meet some of these minimum criteria, there is a clear need for the rules 
laid out in Circular No. 55 and Circular No. 64 to be consolidated into a clear set of guidelines 
for law enforcement officers. First and foremost the use of tear gas at peaceful demonstrations 
must be banned. The consolidated guidelines must pay attention to the protection of peaceful 
protests and peaceful protesters as well as the standards of inhuman and degrading treatment 
laid out by the European Court of Human Rights. The rule that indicates that ‘tear gas must be 
used after pressurized water’ in Circular 55 does not explain conditions where the use of tear 
gas is lawful. Tear gas must not be used in gatherings where children and elderly and disabled 
people are present 

Circulars 55 and 64 continue to fall short with regard to the qualifications of those using the 
pepper spray/tear gas and the reporting and inspection mechanism. Currently, Circular No. 55 
only mentions ‘reviewing the training of the personnel and paying attention to applied trainings’ 
and asks the head of unit ‘to officially document excessive and arbitrary use of tear gas’. Both fall 
short of the minimum requirements as laid out by the CPT. 

Whilst the action plan of July 2014 indicates that further work is in progress, the it in and of itself 
does not provide any information as to the content or the precise timetable of this work. 

43 CPT/Inf(2009)25 http://www.cpt.coe.int/documents/bih/2009-25-inf-eng.pdf; CPT/Inf(2009)8, http://
www.cpt.coe.int/documents/cze/2009-08-inf-eng.htm (Access date: 25.11.2014). 

http://www.cpt.coe.int/documents/bih/2009-25-inf-eng.pdf
http://www.cpt.coe.int/documents/cze/2009-08-inf-eng.htm
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According to Article 16 of the Turkish Constitution, fundamental rights and freedoms can only 
be limited in accordance with the law. Considering that most instances of tear gas use have 
amounted to inhuman treatment or torture in cases before the ECHR, it is of utmost importance 
that the use of tear gas is regulated through law. Legal documents that are called ‘circulars’ are 
not a type of regulation shown in the Turkish Constitution. Circulars, by their nature, are directed 
to the internal staff of a public institution and to the public at large. Even though they have 
general applicability for all law enforcement officers internally, circulars are not published in the 
official gazette as a public document and an individual cannot claim a rights violation merely on 
the basis of an internal circular. As these circulars are internal documents, in most cases it is not 
possible for the public to learn about their content. 

For laymen and women who do not take a special interest in and research these circulars, it is not 
possible to use Circulars 55 and 64 and claim rights violations. Furthermore, there is no certainty 
about the sanctions a police officer may face for acting against these circulars. For this reason, it 
is necessary to have a law and to ensure that the law specifies the sanctions police officers 

(both senior and junior) will face if they break it. Circulars fail to meet the sine qua non 
requirements (accessibility and the foresee ability of legal outcomes) of any legal regulation 
that may lead to torture or inhuman treatment. Finally, current circulars are inadequate for the 
deterrence of torture and inhuman treatment and combating impunity.

4.1.3 The Draft Law on a Police Enforcement Mechanism 

It is clear that the law on the duties and powers of the police also needs to include an effective 
accountability mechanism offering a meaningful deterrence for future violations. There is 
currently a draft law on a ‘Police Monitoring Commission’ introduced on 5th March 2012 awaiting 
at the Turkish Grand National Assembly.44 According to the draft law, such a Commission would 
be a permanent body within the Ministry of Interior and the under-secretary of the Ministry of 
Interior would be its head. The Commission would also include the head of the Human Rights 
Directorate of the Prime Minister’s Office, the director of the Inspection Panel of the Ministry of 
Interior, the legal advisor to the Ministry of Interior and two representatives from the Ministry of 
Justice — one a lawyer, the other an academic. 

In the draft law, the Commission is given a broad mandate, including the co-ordination of inter-
agency work, requesting the investigation of police officers, improving the working conditions 
of police officers and writing annual reports. The Commission does not have powers to directly 
investigate police officers. It may forward its requests to do so to the Ministry of the Interior’s 
inspection panel (Article 4/2). The law also seeks to establish a database of complaints against 
police officers (Article 7).45

44 For a full text of the draft (in Turkish) see http://www2.tbmm.gov.tr/d24/1/1-0584.pdf (Access date: 22.11.2014).
45 Ibid.

http://www2.tbmm.gov.tr/d24/1/1-0584.pdf
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This draft law fails to meet the expectations of the Ataman Group general measures in two ways. 
First, whilst the draft law indicates that the Commission will operate independently (see Article 
4), the its composition belies such a possibility. The significant majority of the body is made up of 
government actors. Second, the draft law envisages the Commission as a forwarding institution. 
It is unable to carry out any effective investigations itself. 

This suggests that the disciplinary investigations of police officers will continue to be governed 
by Article 82 of the law on the establishment of the security organizations. Nothing in this law 
covers the inappropriate or intentional use of tear gas. Article 82 also does not include torture as 
a ground for dismissing a police officer from service. 

4.1.4 The so-called ‘Security Package’ of October 2014 

On 14th October 2014 Turkey’s Prime Minister Mr. Davutoğlu announced that the Turkish 
National Assembly wouldsoondebatea new proposed ‘security package’.46 This package aims 
to increase the powers of the police forces in the context of public gatherings and protests. 
The package includes controversial proposals including administrative detention for between 
12 and 24 hours by without the consent of prosecutors or courts, the possibility of pretrial 
detention for all sentences above two years, increasing the sentences for resisting civil servants 
and making criminal the act of covering faces during demonstrations.47 In addition, the Prime 
Minister publicly announced that this package specifically targeted public gatherings and 
demonstrations.48

All three proposals raise concerns about the right to assembly as the measures create both 
a chilling effect and expose protesters to harsher sentences for taking part in assemblies. In 
addition, the proposals violate permissible grounds under Article 5 of the ECHR. Any increase 
in time in police custody without judicial oversight is likely to raise the risk of torture and ill 
treatment. These proposed regulations would lead to the deterioration of a legal framework that 
is already unsuited to provide adequate protection to the freedom of assembly. 

 4.2. Executive Measures 

4.2.1. The Use of Law No. 2911 by the Executive

The Ataman Group judgments and the İzci pilot judgment require Turkey’s executive authorities 
to respect and protect the right to peaceful assembly, to protect peaceful participants in an 

46 “İç güvenlik paketi açıklandı. (The Internal security Package has been announced)”http://www.ntvmsn-
bc.com/id/25545355/ (Access date: 22.11.2014).

47 “Teröre karşı sert yasa geliyor.” (Tough counter-terrorism laws on their way) http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/
gundem/27370135.asp (Access date: 22.11.2014).

48 See, footnote 46.

http://www.ntvmsnbc.com/id/25545355/
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/27370135.asp
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assembly that may not itself be peaceful and to put in place administrative and disciplinary 
procedures to ensure that those public authorities that fail to respect the right to peaceful 
assembly are reviewed and the relevant actors investigated and sanctioned. 

The executive authorities all too easily declare assemblies as unlawful, initiating the use of 
force against those present. Law No. 2911, which needs to be interpreted in harmony with 
Article 34 of the Constitution and the executive’s obligations towards the ECHR under Article 
90 of the Constitution, therefore, is employed contrary to the Constitution and the ECHR 
by the executive. There is also a lack of clarity as to how the decisions to declare assemblies 
unlawful are given, as well as by whom and after what kind of a deliberation such decisions 
are rendered. In the case of the Gezi Park protests of summer 2013, the then Prime Minister 
of Turkey stated that he gave the order to use of force against protesters.49 A case against 
the Prime Minister by an injured protester (known in the media as ‘the woman in red’) was 
dismissed by Turkish prosecutors.50

With regard to the duty to respect peaceful assemblies, the executive’s lack of compliance 
with Article 11 is intrinsically linked to any adequate revision of Law No. 2911. Having said this, 
Parliament’s failure in the past seven years to adequately amend Law 2911 does not grant the 
Executive a free hand to violate the Convention and the Constitution.

The Action Plan of July 2014 reports that in 2010, 15,739 gatherings out of 17,661 and in 2013, 
33,092 of a total of 38,079 meetings did not meet the legality standards of Law No. 2911.51 This 
means that roughly 97-98 percent of the unlawful gatherings were condoned.52 The General 
Directorate of Security in its Annual Human Rights Report indicated that, in 2012, 802 gatherings 
were intervened in out of a total of 25,635 - that is roughly three percent of all gatherings. Of 
the over seven-and-a-half million individuals who took part in assemblies, 0.4 percent were 
arrested.53 When the two sets of data are read together, it becomes clear that the Executive 
employs Law No. 2911 as a tool to outlaw gatherings and protesters with which it disagrees. 

49 Radikal ‘Polise Emri ben verdim.’ (I gave the order to the police) 24.06.2013 http://www.radikal.com.tr/
turkiye/polise_emri_ben_verdim-1138828 (Access date: 22.11.2014).

50 Cumhuriyet, ‘Suç benim demesi işe yaramadı’ (He said it was my doing, but to no avail) http://www.
cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/turkiye/108257/_Suc_benim__demesi_de_ise_yaramadi.html (Access date: 
22.11.2014)

51 Action Plan of July 2014, see footnote 41.
52 On this point, see also Kerem Altıparmak, “Tamam Kabul: Hakikat İçin BBC’ye Değil Adalet Bakan-

lığı Verilerine Bakalım” (OK, Fine: For turth let’s not check the BCC, but the statistics of the Ministry of 
Justice) http://www.bianet.org/bianet/insan-haklari/158808-tamam-kabul-hakikat-icin-bbc-ye-de-
gil-adalet-bakanligi-verilerine-bakalim (Access date: 22.11.2014)

53 General Directorate of Security Human Rights Report of 2012. http://www.egm.gov.tr/SiteAssets/Say-
falar/insanHaklar%C4%B1FaaliyetRaporu/%C4%B0H%20Faaliyet%20Raporu%2002.08.2013.pdf (Access 
date: 22.11.2014).

http://www.radikal.com.tr/turkiye/polise_emri_ben_verdim-1138828
http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/turkiye/108257/_Suc_benim__demesi_de_ise_yaramadi.html
http://www.bianet.org/bianet/insan-haklari/158808-tamam-kabul-hakikat-icin-bbc-ye-degil-adalet-bakanligi-verilerine-bakalim
http://www.egm.gov.tr/SiteAssets/Sayfalar/insanHaklar%C4%B1FaaliyetRaporu/%C4%B0H%20Faaliyet%20Raporu%2002.08.2013.pdf
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4.2.2. Ensuring ECHR Compliant Behavior by Law Enforcement Officers 

With regard to the police force’s duty to respect peaceful assemblies, the Turkish government 
has informed the Committee of Ministers that the Turkish Ministry of Interior has issued two 
circulars on 26/06/2013 (Circular No. 55) and on 22/07/2013 (Circular No. 64). As discussed within 
the framework of legal measures, these circulars are piecemeal and are in need of consolidation 
for legal clarity as well as improvement with regard to adequate training, inspection and 
accountability of the police forces. Whilst the circulars do have some important safeguards, 
it is also not clear whether they have been effectively implemented post 2013. For example, 
whilst Circular No. 55 stipulates that the work stations of experienced police officers shall not be 
changed for long periods, there has been a major overhaul of the work stations of police officers 
in multiple cities across Turkey.54

On 1st May 2014, during labour day gatherings and just over a year after the Circulars were 
issued, it was reported that police fired tear gas canisters into Okmeydanı Hospital in Istanbul. 
Many were injured and many elderly people who took part in the gatherings were adversely 
affected by the tear gas.55

Thus, despite the circulars that are in force, they are not effective in regulating the necessity or 
the proportionality of the use of force once a gathering is deemed unlawful under Law 2911. 

4.2.3 Ex post facto institutional review of decisions to use tear-gas and effective 
disciplinary investigations of police officers 

There is also no evidence of either local governors or the police force reviewing their decisions 
to declare assemblies unlawful or the use excessive physical force to disperse protesters ex post 
facto. The report of the Turkish ombudsman of 31 December 2013 prepared in response to 17 
complaints made by individuals with regard to the use of force by police officers during the Gezi 
Park protests recommends that the police are effectively controlled, police officers that acted 
unlawfully are identified, and drafting efforts with regard to a review mechanism that ensure the 
accountability of the police force is speedily concluded.56

54 Cf. “Sadece iki ilde 1700 polisin yeri değişti” (Only in two cities, 1700 police officers moved work stations) 
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/25515006.asp (Access date: 22.11.2014).

55 DİSK,KESK,TMMOB, TTB 1 Mayıs 2014 Değerlendirmesi (The DİSK, KESK, TMMPD and TTB evalua-
tion of 1 March 2014), http://www.kesk.org.tr/content/disk-kesk-tmmob-ttb-1-may%C4%B1s-2014-
de%C4%9Ferlendirmesi (Access date: 22.11.2014).

56 Ombudsman’s decision of 5 November 2013 concerning the complaint of Dilan Alp at the 1 May 2013 
demonstrations http://www.ombudsman.gov.tr/contents/files/pdf/2013-%2069%204.pdf (Access date: 
22.11.2014) and Ombudsman decision of 31 December 2013 regarding Gezi Protests: http://www.om-
budsman.gov.tr/contents/files/2013-90.pdf (Access date: 22.11.2014).

 For summaries of recommendations, see. http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/25477427.asp (Access 
date: 22.11.2014). Subsequent newspaper reports indicated that the investigation is ongoing, but no 
news story confirmed that the final disciplinary sanction is available as of 29 August 2014. 

http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/25515006.asp
http://www.kesk.org.tr/content/disk-kesk-tmmob-ttb-1-may%C4%B1s-2014-de%C4%9Ferlendirmesi
http://www.ombudsman.gov.tr/contents/files/pdf/2013-%2069%204.pdf
http://www.ombudsman.gov.tr/contents/files/2013-90.pdf
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/25477427.asp
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Up to the date of writing this report, no governmental review of the use of tear gas or use of 
force by police officers have been carried out. 

The action plan of July 2014 provides statistics of disciplinary investigations. A decision to permit 
the initiation of an investigation was given for to 2 district governors. 11 security officials, 7 
police officers. 16 public officials were suspended for either 16 or 24 months. 3 police officers, 
4 municipal police officers were suspended from work. It was recommended that 1 provincial 
security director and 1 district security director changed duty or branch.57

This information is vague. It does not indicate the number of disciplinary investigations started, 
the locations of these investigations and the reasons for imposing these disciplinary sanctions. 
In particular, there is no information about if any of these disciplinary measures were related to 
Circulars No. 55 and 64. We also note that, of all of the disciplinary measures, the most severe 
of these reported was the suspension of career progression for 24 months. No police officer 
received heavy disciplinary sanctions listed in Article 82 of the law on the organization of the 
security forces such as a ban from the profession or a ban from the civil service.

From the action plan of July 2014 we cannot draw strong evidence for a process of identifying 
police officers that act unlawfully and contrary to the ECHR. In response to one parliamentarian’s 
written question of 05.06.2013 regarding a widely circulated picture of a police officer pulling 
the hair of a woman and hitting women with a truncheon in İzmir58, the Ministry of the Interior 
indicated that a disciplinary investigation was ongoing, but that the Minister was of the view that 
the Izmir police used physical force as a matter of last resort.59

The lack of any ex post facto review and disciplinary sanctioning of those responsible, including 
senior police officers, is worrying given that the use of physical force often amounts to torture, 
or inhuman and degrading treatment as prohibited by Article 3 of the ECHR or the right to life as 
protected by Article 2 of the ECHR. 

The circumstances of the deaths of four individuals taking part or present in assemblies in 
four different cities show that the excessive use of physical force is intentional or, at best, 
severely reckless.60 The practice of police officers removing or hiding their identification 

57 According to a letter dated 13.01.2014 (no 15098) written by the Ministry of Interior to the Turkey Human 
Rights Institution it was reported that due to Gezi protests 127 personnel have been subject to disci-
plinary investigation. At the time when letter was written 43 disciplinary reports were concluded. There 
are discrepancies between this data and the Ministry of Justice data provided in the Ataman Group 
Action plan. Cf. supra note 42. 

58 For the views and the video evidence of this ill treatment, please see, http://www.radikal.com.tr/turki-
ye/o_polis_konustu_hic_hatirlamiyorum-1138225 (Access date: 22.11.2014).

59 Response of the Minister of Interior to MP Birgün Ayman Güler’s Written Inquiry available at http://
www2.tbmm.gov.tr/d24/7/7-25556sgc.pdf (Access date: 22.11.2014).

60 BIANET, ‘Gezi Ölümlerinde Yargı Yerinde Sayıyor’ (Judiciary is not moving forward concerning Gezi 
deaths) http://bianet.org/bianet/insan-haklari/159745-gezi-olumlerinde-yargi-yerinde-sayiyor?bia_
source=newsletter (Access date: 22.11.2014).

http://www.radikal.com.tr/turkiye/o_polis_konustu_hic_hatirlamiyorum-1138225
http://www2.tbmm.gov.tr/d24/7/7-25556sgc.pdf
http://bianet.org/bianet/insan-haklari/159745-gezi-olumlerinde-yargi-yerinde-sayiyor?bia_source=newsletter
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numbers61 and difficulties of even obtaining the names of police officers on duty from 
the security forces62 further suggests that there is a real intention to hamper ex post facto 
disciplinary investigations.63

4.3. Judicial Measures 
4.3.1. Failure to effectively investigate and prosecute law enforcement officers and 
other state authorities in conjunction with Article 11, 3 and 2 violations 

The July 2014 action report of the Turkish government shows that, of the 329 the criminal 
investigations in 13 cities started since 2013, in 59 cases a decision not to prosecute was reached 
with the remainder pending. This figure does not offer any information about the number 
of investigations carried out with links to the Ataman Group cases or the number of trials 
concluded or the range of criminal sentences delivered to those found guilty. 

Based on our analysis of the cases, we find that, even if there is a criminal investigation, such 
practice targets low level police officers. Superior officers are not investigated.64 As government 
figures also attest, in cases where the prosecution does not discontinue the investigations, the 
investigations take a long time.65 Finally, the case files we had access to show that the decision 
to discontinue an investigation and the lack of judicial proceedings against police officers is 
commonplace.66 

61 Hürriyet‘PolislerKaskNumaralarınıGizliyor’(Policeare hidingtheirhelmetnumbers)http://www.hurriyet.
com.tr/gundem/23430325.asp (Access date: 22.11.2014).

62 Radikal“Berkin’inVurulduğuÇevrede275PolisVardı” http://www.radikal.com.tr/turkiye/berkinin_vuruldu-
gu_cevrede_275_polis_vardi-1183808 (There were 275 police officers in the area when Berkin was shot) 
(Access date: 22.11.2014).

63 Letter dated 13.01.2014 No 15098 written by the Ministry of Interior to Turkey Human Rights Institution 
state that one 3rd Grade Police Chief and one Deputy Chief in İzmir were given ‘4 months blocking of 
career progression’ due to their inability to keep proper records of police officers on duty in demonstra-
tions. There has not, however, been any systematic review of this issue countrywide. See, Turkey Human 
Rights Institution Report supra note 42. 

64 Eskişehir Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indictment no. 2013/379 Investigation no. 2013/15656 
Docket no. 2013/7985 (“Ali İsmail Korkmaz Case”); Hatay Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indictment 
no. 2014/130 Investigation no. 2013/7518 Docket no. 2014/2069 (“Abdullah Cömert Case”); İstanbul 
Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indictment no. 2014/579, Investigation no. 2014/450 Docket no. 
2014/1905 (“Kırmızılı Kadın Case”)

65 The Public Prosecutor united 270 separate petitions filed due to the police violence dueing the Gezi 
protests in İstanbul.. “Investigations on police violence during Gezi protests to be carried out by the Di-
rector of YÖK” http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/25238425.asp (Access date: 22.11.2014). It is stated 
that the venue of work of the prosecutor who united the petitions in one file was changed, and the ap-
pointed judge separated the petitions: “Police violence at the Gezi protests, investigations from scratch” 
http://www.milliyet.com.tr/-gezi-de-polis-siddeti-/gundem/detay/1870701/default.htm (Access date: 
22.11.2014) and “Prosecutor of Gezi on Exile” http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/turkiye/30837/Gezi_
nin_savcisina_da_surgun.html (Access date: 22.11.2014). The change of the work venues of prosecutors 
affected the investigations on the death of Berkin Elvan as well: “Berkin Elvan Investigations going no-
where” http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/27239114.asp (Access date: 22.11.2014).

66 Decision by the Third Chamber of the High Council of Judges and Prosecutors dated 06.05.2014 on the 
inadmissibility of the application no.2014/242; Ankara Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Investiga-

http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/23430325.asp
http://www.radikal.com.tr/turkiye/berkinin_vuruldugu_cevrede_275_polis_vardi-1183808
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/25238425.asp
http://www.milliyet.com.tr/-gezi-de-polis-siddeti-/gundem/detay/1870701/default.htm
ttp://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/turkiye/30837/Gezi_nin_savcisina_da_surgun.html
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/27239114.asp
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Based on the newspaper review carried out by Turkey Human Rights Platform between 2007-
2013, of twelve cases that involved the death of thirteen protesters due to police action, only two 
cases resulted in a criminal sentence being delivered against a police officer.67 In one of those, in 
the case of Şerzan Kurt, the Court of Cassation quashed the first instance court judgment. The 
retrial of the police officer in the first instance court is ongoing.68 In three of these cases, there 
was an acquittal decision.69 In one case, the police force did not give permission to investigate70. 
In another case, the investigator decided that there was no need to prosecute71. The remainders 
of the cases are still ongoing.72

In sixteen cases of injury, torture, inhuman or degrading treatment cases identified by the Turkey 
Human Rights Platform newspaper review, the courts convicted police officers in only one case. 
The police force did not grant permission to investigate in three cases. In three other cases, the 
courts decided to postpone sentencing. Three police officers were acquitted. One case was 
dismissed with the judgment of non-prosecution. Another ended with proceedings declared 
secret. In four of the cases under review, the investigation or the cases are still ongoing.

The nascent evidence from the criminal trials into the killings of protesters are indicative of 
prolonged trials.73 In criminal trials into the deaths of protesters that started in 2013 only one 
case — that of Ethem Sarısülük — has been concluded.74

tion no. 2013/107739 dated 26.05.2014, decision not to investigate; Ankara Office of the Chief Public 
Prosecutor Investigation no. 2013/155026, Judgment no. 2014/20854 dated 06.03.2014, decision not to 
investigate; Diyarbakır Office of the Prosecutor Decision of 20.09.2010 indicating that there is no need 
to investigate (Investigation No 2010/328 Decision No, 2010/183); Siverek Heavy Criminal Court decision 
to refuse to challenge the no need to prosecute decision in the case of Aydın Erdem (Substance No: 
2011/614 Decision No : 2011/614 of 25.06.2011); Batman Governor’s preliminary report of 04.05.2012, 
advising refusal of permission for criminal investigation for a request dated 16.04.2012, No 2418; Hakkari 
Public Prosecutor’s decision of no need to prosecute (Substance No 2008/544, Decision No 2008/417 
of 17.03.2008); Van 2nd Heavy Penal Court decision to refuse to challenge the no need to prosecute 
decision in the case of Cüneyt Ertuş (Substance No: 008/315, decision of 27.05.2008); Adana Public Pros-
ecutor’s decision of no need to prosecute in the case of Mazlum Akay (Investigation No 2012/43281, 
decision of 24.06.2013); İstanbul Public Prosecutor’s decision of no need to prosecute (Investigation No 
2013/99508 Decision No 2013/60843 of 30.10.2013); Beyoğlu Public Prosecutor’s decision of no need to 
prosecute (Investigation No 2009/10775 of 30.06.2010) Also see Cumhuriyet ‘Eli Sopalı Şiddete Takipsi-
zlik Kararı’ (No need to prosecute for violence through beatings) http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/
turkiye/121607/Eli_sopali_siddete_takipsizlik_karari.html (Access date: 22.11.2014).

67 For the twelve cases, see Annex 1. These cases are the case of Şerzan Kurt and the case of Ethem Sarısülük.
68 Radikal, ‘Şerzan Kurt Davası Yeniden Görülüyor’ (Reterial in the Şerzan Kurt case) http://www.radikal.com.

tr/turkiye/serzan_kurt_davasi_yenide_goruluyor-1224275 (Access date: 22.11.2014).
69 The cases of the deaths of Yahya Menekşe, Enver Turan ve Mithat Kutlu.
70 The case of the death of Mehmet Uytun.
71 The case of the death of Mazlum Akay.
72 The cases of the deaths of Aydın Erdem, Abdullah Cömert, Enes Ata ve Mahsun Mızrak, Metin Lokumcu.
73 See also, Amnesty International, Adding Injustice to Injury: One Year on From the Gezi Park Protests 

in Turkey (June 2014) http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/EUR44/010/2014/en/82acd54b-cb1a-
4918-be8c-64c528ab1467/eur440102014en.pdf (Access date: 22.11.2014).

74 According to a summary of new agency BIANET, the Court first sentenced the police officer Ahmet Şah-

http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/turkiye/121607/Eli_sopali_siddete_takipsizlik_karari.html
http://www.radikal.com.tr/turkiye/serzan_kurt_davasi_yenide_goruluyor-1224275
http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/EUR44/010/2014/en/82acd54b-cb1a-4918-be8c-64c528ab1467/eur440102014en.pdf
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Given the lack of full statistical information on criminal investigations of police officers 
concerning freedom of assembly and torture, inhuman and degrading treatment since 2004, our 
analysis of the outcome of well-known, public cases does not paint a positive picture. It clearly 
rests with the state to show the effectiveness of investigations and deterrence of punishments 
in these cases. In particular, the judicial practice of ‘postponing the declaration of judgments’ 
enables police officers who may have been found guilty of inhuman treatment to actively remain 
on duty. This practice calls into question the deterrent nature of having criminal investigations 
against the police for inhuman treatment in the first place. 

4.3.2 Criminally charging peaceful protesters (the so-called ‘reprisals’) 

The practice of charging peaceful protesters with taking part in protests that have been 
deemed unlawful has become systematic in Turkey. We note that prosecutors often use their 
prosecutorial powers without due consideration of whether the protest or the protester is 
peaceful75. This is contrary to the Ataman Group case-law. 

In answer to a question by Mr. Sezgin Tanrıkulu, an opposition Member of Parliament, Mr. Bekir 
Bozdağ, the Minister of Interior between 2009-2012 and now Minister of Justice, replied that 
charges have been brought against 102,247 individuals for resisting civil servants in the past 
twenty four years. Although, this data does not disaggregate resistance to police officers and 
other civil servants, it may be safely assumed that resistance to police officers is a significant part 
of this. It was also confirmed that 41,500 people were sentenced for resisting a civil servant76. 

Reprisals against protesters are also present as can be illustrated through the treatment of 
Gezi Park protesters. As documented in the Amnesty International Report of June 2014,77 one 

baz to life time in prison for intentional killing of Ethem Sarısülük. It then changed the charge to proba-
ble intention to kill and reduced the sentence to 21 years. The Court then increased the sentence to 28 
years as the crime was commited by a police officer on duty. It, however, then applied a 9 reduction for 
unjust provocation, and a 2 year reduction for good conduct. Şahbaz will serve a sentence of 7 years 
and 9 months.’ http://bianet.org/bianet/insan-haklari/159745-gezi-olumlerinde-yargi-yerinde-sayiy-
or?bia_source=newsletter (Access date: 22.11.2014). At the time of writing, it has been reported that 
the Court of Cassation quashed the judgment of the first instance court in the Şahbaz case due to the 
inadequacy of the sentencing. The case sent back to the lower court for retrial. http://www.cnnturk.com/
haber/turkiye/yargitaydan-ethem-sarisuluku-vuran-sahbaz-icin-flas-karar (Flash decision from the Court 
of Cassation in the case of Şahbaz who shot Ethem Sarısülük) Accessed on 10.12.2014. 

75 Manisa Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Docket no.2013/6214, Indictment no. 1/10/2013; İstan-
bul Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indictment no. 2013/56175 dated 08.11.2013; Antalya Office 
of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indictment no. 2013/10742 Investigation no. 2013/48172, Docket no. 
2013/23479; İstanbul Anadolu Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indictment no. 2014/1679 dated 
05.06.2013.

76 Milliyet ‘24 yılda 100,000 polise direnme’ (Resistance to 100,000 police officers in the past 24 years) http://
www.milliyet.com.tr/4-yilda-100-bin-polise-direnme-gundem-1944214/ (Access date: 22.11.2014).

77 See, Amnesty International Report, footnote 73.

http://bianet.org/bianet/insan-haklari/159745-gezi-olumlerinde-yargi-yerinde-sayiyor?bia_source=newsletter
http://www.cnnturk.com/haber/turkiye/yargitaydan-ethem-sarisuluku-vuran-sahbaz-icin-flas-karar
http://www.milliyet.com.tr/4-yilda-100-bin-polise-direnme-gundem-1944214
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year on from the protests, more than 5,500 individuals have been prosecuted for organizing or 
participating in the protests.78

Prosecutors use a number of techniques that effectively undermine Article 11 rights to peaceful 
protesters. After reviewing a number of right to freedom of assembly cases currently ongoing 
before Turkish courts, we identify four significant patterns of concern.

First they issue collective indictments for groups without any supporting evidence as to 
whether individuals in those groups engaged in violent action.79 Second, they identify gas 
masks, goggles, and liquid that protesters use to counteract the effects of tear gas as evidence 
of participation in unlawful protests and for the crime of obstructing the work of the security 
forces.80 As the new ‘Internal Security Package’ proposes that the act of covering ones face 
become a crime, these practices risk becoming entrenched in law. Third, Twitter, Facebook and 
other social media accounts are used as evidence of participation in unlawful demonstrations.81 
Fourth, prosecutors have issued indictments against medical professionals or medical students 
offering medical assistance to individuals who participating in or present at protests for the 
crime of ‘aiding, abetting’ criminals.82 Cases have also been brought against the provincial 
Chambers of Medicine. For example, the Ministry of Health brought a case against both the 
Hatay and Ankara chambers of medicine, demanding that their boards be dismantled.83

All of these techniques point to an general culture in which any individual taking part in protests 
deemed unlawful by the state authorities risk being labeled as criminals.84

78 Gezi Report by the Ministry of Interior, 20 September 2013. Available at http://www.etha.com.tr/
Haber/2013/09/20/guncel/icisleri-bakanliginin-gezi-raporu/ (Access date: 22.11.2014).

79 İstanbul Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indictment no. 2013/167585 Investigation no. 2013/20645, 
Docket no. 2013/62098 (including 255 suspects.); Kocaeli Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indict-
ment no. 2013/1715 dated 12.07.2013; Antalya Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor, Indictment no. 
2013/10742, Investigation no. 2013/48172 Docket no. 2013/23479 (including 170 suspects).

80 İstanbul Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indictment no. 2013/20645 Investigation no. 2013/167585 
Docket no. 2013/62098; İstanbul Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indictment no. 2013/56175 dated 
08.11.2013 Prosecutor stated: “The suspects came to Taksim with their gas masks and goggles not to 
swim at a pool in the province, but aimed to rebel and fight against the public security officers...”

81 İstanbul Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indictment no. 2014/1959 Investigation no. 2013/96961 
Docket no. 2014/6264; İstanbul Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indictment no. 2014/3115, Investi-
gation no. 2014/25504, Docket no. 2014/10730 (“Taksim Dayanışma (Solidarity) Case”); İzmir Twitter Case 
“Suç: Tweet Atmak Mağdur: Başbakan” (Crime: Tweeting, the Victim: The Primer Minister) http://www.
bianet.org/bianet/siyaset/153600-suc-tweet-atmak-magdur-basbakan (Access date: 22.11.2014).

82 İstanbul Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indictment no. 2013/20645 Investigation no. 2013/167585 
Docket no. 2013/62098.

83 See, Gezi’den Tabip Odalarına Kalan Yargılamalar (The Prosecutions of Chambers of Medicine post Gezi) 
Toplum ve Hekim Özel Sayısı Mayıs-Haziran 2014 (Toplum ve Hekim Special Issue May-June 2014) - Vol: 
29 - No: 3 http://www.ttb.org.tr/th/32014/index.htm (Access date: 22.11.2014). 

84 “Taksim Dayanışma (Solidarity) Case” İstanbul Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor Indictment no. 
2014/1959 Investigation no. 2013/96961 Docket no. 2014/6264 (The prossecutor stated: “It has been de-
termined that, protests titled “we do not surrender our park, we do not want barracks or a shopping mall” 

http://www.bianet.org/bianet/siyaset/153600-suc-tweet-atmak-magdur-basbakan
http://www.ttb.org.tr/th/32014/index.htm
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Prosecutors use a range variety of laws to criminalize peaceful protesters ranging from Law 
No. 291185 to Law 2559 on resisting law enforcement officials86, to indictment of individuals for 
counter-terrorism offences87 for taking part in unlawful protests, to harming public property88, 
to insult or manslaughter.89The mere presence of a person at what has been deemed to be an 
unlawful protest may be used as incriminating evidence against that person.90 These judicial 
practices taken together create a significant chilling effect on individuals when considering 
attending a peaceful protest against the government. Consequently a central pillar of democracy 
- the right to peaceful protest - is weakened.91

4.3.3. Sentencing of Peaceful Protesters

One positive note in this alarming picture of judicial practice of charging peaceful protesters is that 
some court decisions have acquitted individuals charged with the offences listed above. This is 
also the case is some of the Ataman Group judgments as per Annex 3. With regard to the Ataman 
Group, acquittals have been more forthcoming under charges brought under Law No. 2911. It must 
also be noted that the courts rarely use their power to refuse indictments prepared by prosecutors 
and thereby contribute to the chilling effect criminal trials have on the right to freedom of 
assembly of. The ECtHR views the whole prosecution process as a violation of Article 11. 

Courts are using legislation beyond Law 2911 in their prosecution of protesters. The statistical 
information provided by the Ministry of Interior in response to the Grand National Assembly 
query regarding sentencing for resistance to civil servants shows that this law is employed side 
by side 2911 ( also see Annex 3). The recent discussions of imposing heavier sentences for the 
crime of ‘resisting a civil servant’ may have a disproportionate effect on the sentencing peaceful 
protesters if the rest of the legal framework remains intact. 

were initiated by the Taksim Solidarity Platform, together with other disruptive and marginal groups, 
due to the thought that a shopping mall would be constructed in that area, followed by the removal of 
some trees in the Gezi Park,...” “the initially peaceful protests against the Taksim Project eventually paved 
the way to provocations by marginal and terrorist groups.”); İstanbul Office of the Chief Public Prosecutor 
Indictment no. 2014/3115, Investigation no. 2014/25504 Docket no. 2014/10730; Hakkari Office of the 
Prosecutor Investigation No 2008/544, Decision no 2008/417 of 17.03.2008 indicating that there is no 
need for further investigation (With respect to the case of Cüneyt Ertuş the prosecutor states:: “I assess 
all these allegations of ill treatment by police officers as a tool of propoganda by terrorist organisations. 
The incient was provoked and media is used for sensational effect.’.

85 See also, Akgöl and Göl v. Turkey, Ahmey Akman v. Turkey, Arpat v. Turkey, Balçık and others v. Turkey.
86 See also Abdullah Yaşa v. Turkey, Dur v. Turkey, Kemal Baş v. Turkey. 
87 See also, Abdullah Yaşa v. Turkey, Taşarsu v. Turkey, Turan Biçer v. Turkey. 
88 See also, Akman Ahmet v. Turkey.
89 See also, Dur v. Turkey. 
90 İstanbul Office of the Prosecutor, Indictment no. 2014/1959 Investigation no. 2013/96961 Docket no. 

2014/6264; İstanbul Office of the Prosecutor Indictment no. 2014/3115, Investigation no. 2014/25504, 
Docket no. 2014/10730 (“Taksim Solidarity Case”).

91 All of these assessments rely on the indictments cited in this document
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations

The laws under which protesters are charged also extend to counter-terrorism legislation and 
laws on harming property and manslaughter amongst others. On 17 March 2014, the twenty six 
members of the Taksim Solidarity Platform were charged with ‘forming and running a terrorist 
organization’. This indictment was accepted by the court of first instance and the trial is still 
ongoing. 

In conclusion, despite the acquittals as seen in the Ataman Group, peaceful protesters face a real 
risk to be punished under a multiplicity of criminal domestic law for peaceful participation in a 
protest if that protest is viewed as unlawful by the authorities. 

To the Turkish Parliament

Urgently review Law No. 2911 with the core purpose of ensuring that it is compatible with the 
object and purpose of Article 11 of the ECHR and Article 34 of the Turkish Constitution. 

If such a review is not possible to ensure compatibility, repeal Law No. 2911 and put in place a 
new legislative framework compatible with the object and purpose of Article 11 of the ECHR and 
Article 34 of the Turkish Constitution. 

Ensure that the new legal framework, regardless of its form, provides protection for the right to 
peaceful protests and the rights of peaceful protesters regardless of the location and duration of 
gatherings as well as the level of violence. 

Ensure that the new legal framework distinguishes between peaceful and non-peaceful 
gatherings 

Ensure that peaceful protesters have the utmost legal protection regardless of the place, timing 
and eruption of violence during the protest. 

Ensure that the new legal framework never makes peaceful protests an object of criminal 
prosecution.

Ensure that the legislative framework has adequate safeguards so that individuals are not subject 
to torture or inhumane or degrading treatment by the sheer fact that they are present at the 
scene of a protest as a protester or as a bystander or they are detained at a protest. 

Ensure that in protests where violence occurs, the new legislative framework prioritizes the arrest 
of violent protesters rather than dispersal of the whole protest. 

Urgently put in place the much needed legal framework in line with the recommendations of 
Abdullah Yaşa and others v. Turkey and clarify the circumstances under which the use of tear gas is 
suitable and proportionate. 
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Ensure that the legal framework concerning the use of force by police officers is compliant with 
CPT standards 

Ensure that the new legal framework clearly lays out the rules of engagement for police officers, 
the sanctions for non-compliant police officers — including sanctions — and the responsibilities 
of senior police officers. 

Urgently put in place a legal framework that allows for independent institutional ex post 
facto review of the tactical and strategic decisions of police forces attending meetings and 
demonstrations.

To the Executive

Cease to apply Law No. 2911 contrary to Ataman Group case-law and respect Turkey’s obligations 
under Articles 1 and 46 of the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms and under Articles 2 and 34 of the Turkish Constitution. 

Revise and consolidate all circulars issued to police officers and ban any provision that allows 
police officers to use physical force indiscriminately and against peaceful protesters in times of 
peaceful protest.

Urgently put in place an independent and impartial inquiry and review procedure in order to 
carry out ex post facto reviews of the use of force, including the use of tear gas, by security 
forces. 

Ensure that senior police offers and not just low-ranking officers are effectively investigated and 
sanctioned for planning, ordering and executing the excessive use of force against peaceful 
protesters. 

Provide comprehensive data as to the number and the range of disciplinary sanctions put 
in place with regard to police officers that have used or ordered excessive force, including 
disciplinary investigations and sanctions against senior police officers. 

Except in the cases when secrecy is required, ensure that all disciplinary investigations are carried 
out in an open and transparent manner. 

Carry out regular meetings with victims and human rights organizations with the goal of 
listening to their complaints and offering them detailed knowledge about investigations. 

Ensure that, in accordance with ECHR case-law, all police officers who are responsible for human 
rights violations are removed from duty. 
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To the Prosecutorial Office 

Effectively investigate violations of freedom of peaceful assembly, including the arbitrary 
decisions of banning assemblies, taken by local authorities not in compliance with Article 11 of 
the ECHR.

In cases when legislation conflicts with ECHR Article 11 and Constitution Article 34 and based 
on Constitution Article 90 and the supremacy of the Constitution, do not investigate or indict 
peaceful protesters. 

Carry out effective criminal investigations into violations of the right to life and torture, inhuman 
and degrading treatment in the context of assemblies in the light of both negative and positive 
obligations of state authorities. 

Cease the unlawful practice of asking for administrative permission to investigate crimes of 
torture which is contrary to Law No 4483.

Cease the practice of indicting peaceful protesters for taking in part in assemblies which are 
deemed unlawful by executive authorities. 

Cease practice of using the unlawful character of a protest as an incriminating aspect against 
peaceful protesters. 

Cease the practice of the referring to the use of gas masks, liquid, etc. by peaceful protesters to 
protect against the routine use of excessive tear gas as incriminating evidence, which is contrary 
to the right to health of protesters 

To the Turkish Judiciary

Give full effect to the Ataman Group case-law of the European Court of Human Rights under the 
light of Article 90 of the Turkish Constitution. 

Dismiss cases that seek to punish peaceful protesters that take part in assemblies. 

Ensure that the rights of peaceful protesters are protected even in cases when the assembly may 
not be peaceful. 

Ensure that crimes of torture and killing are effectively tried and punished. 

For those police officers accused or convicted of torture or murder, do not take measures such 
as postponing the delivery of the judgment, replacement of sentences with monetary fines, 
delaying proceedings to all the accused to from time limits, amounting a support to the culture 
of impunity. 
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Ensure that sentences handed down to police officers and other civil servants guilty of crimes of 
torture and killings deter such behavior in the future. 

To the Committee of Ministers

Note the deteriorating conditions for the enjoyment of the right to assembly in Turkey since the 
Ataman Group cases. 

Keep the Ataman Group cases on the agenda of all meetings of the Committee of Ministers until 
the general measures demanded in the Ataman Group cases are fully executed.

Continue to request that the Turkish government provides evidence of how effective the 
administrative sanctions, criminal investigations and training of police law enforcement officers, 
and governors to ensure that their actions are Article 11 and Article 3 compliant.

Request information from the Turkish government about the number of complaints made by 
citizens against police officers to the Prosecutor’s Office and the number of disciplinary sanctions 
and criminal investigations against police officers initiated as a result and the extensiveness of 
sanctions imposed on police officers that have been found guilty of charges. 

Inquire into to misleading or inaccurate statistical information, such as the allegation that 
the number of wounded police officers is three times as higher as the number of wounded 
protesters, presented in the Government’s action plan of 31 July 2014.
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Annex 1: The List of Individuals who lost their lives in demonstrations between 
2006-2013 

Name Surname Location Event Date/Date of Death Note

1. İbrahim Sevindik (75) İstanbul 01.05.2007/03.05.2007 Gas bomb/Late arrival to hospital 

2. Yahya Menekşe (16) Şırnak Cizre 15.02.2008 Run over by police panzer

3. Ramazan Dal (30) Van 22.03.2008/01.04.2008 Plastic or Real bullet 

4. Zeki Erinç Van 22.03.2008 Real bullet

5. İkbal Yaşar (20) Van 23.03.2008 Real bullet/Prevention of reaching 
a hospital 

6. Fahrettin Şedal (37) Van 24.03.2008 Real bullet92

7. Adam Terry Kırklareli 11.06.2008 Real bullet 

8. Ömer Soyutek (85) Sıvas Yıldızeli Bayat 25.06.2008/26.06.2008 Gas bomb/Gendarmerie

9. Ahmet Özhan (20) Ağrı Doğubeyazıt 20.10.2008 Real bullet

10. Sinan Aydın (59) Diyarbakır 15.02.2009/11.03.2009 Death in hospital due to gas bomb

11. Mahsum Karaoğlan (21) Urfa Suruç 04.04.2009 Gas bomb

12. Mustafa Dağ (27) Urfa Suruç 04.04.2009 Real bullet

13. Abdülsamet Erim (14) Hakkari 23.04.2009 Drawed in a stream when running 
away from police

14. İshak Kalvo (55) İstanbul 06.10.2009 Gas bomb/prevention of reaching 
a hospital 

15. Mehmet Uytun (1,5) Şırnak Cizre 09.10.2009/19.10.2009 Gas bomb

16. Aydın Erdem (23) Diyarbakır 06.12.2009 Real bullet 

17. Şerzan Kurt Muğla 11.05.2010/19.05.2010 Real bullet 

18. Enver Turan (15) Hakkari 09.09.2010/16.09.2010 Real bullet 

19. Umut Farkan Akçil (7) Şırnak Silopi 09.10.2010 Traffic accident whilst running 
away from gas bomb

20. İbrahim Oruç (17) Diyarbakır Bismil 20.04.2011 Real bullet 

92 http://www.milliyet.com.tr/default.aspx?aType=SonDakika&ArticleID=875600

http://www.milliyet.com.tr/default.aspx?aType=SonDakika&ArticleID=875600
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Name Surname Location Event Date/Date of Death Note

21. Kazım Şeker (60) Diyarbakır Bismil 27.04.2011 Real bullet 

22. Metin Lokumcu (54) Artvin Hopa 31.04.2011 Gas bomb/Heart attack

23. Hatice İdin (54) Şırnak Silopi 12.06.2011/29.06.2011 Gas bomb/Poisoning

24. Doğan Teyboğa (13) Şırnak Silopi 24.07.2011/25.07.2011 Gas bomb 

25. Yıldırım Ayhan Hakkari Çukurca 28.08.2011 Gas bomb

26. Ayşe Al (75) Diyarbakır 15.02.2012/11.03.2012 Pressured water /Brain 
hemorrhage subsequent to a fall 

27. Hacı Zengin (57) İstanbul 18.03.2012 Gas bomb/Heart attack

28. Özgür Taşar (15) Hakkari Yüksekova 06.06.2012 Real bullet 

29. Mazlum Akay (11) Adana Yüreğir 29.07.2012/04.08.2012 Gas bomb

30. Şahin Öner (19) Diyarbakır 10.02.2013 Run over by police vehicle 

31. Sinan Saltukalp (17) Şırnak Cizre 23.04.2013/26.08.2013 Run over by police vehicle 

32. Abdullah Cömert (22) Hatay 03.06.2013 Gas bomb

33. İrfan Tuna (47) Ankara 05.06.2013 Gas bomb/ heart attack (Municipal 
worker)

34. Zeynep Eryaşar (50) İstanbul 15.06.2013 Gas bomb/heart attack

35. Mehmet Ethem Sarısülük (26) Ankara 01.06.2013/14.06.2013 Real bullet 

36. Berkin Elvan (15) İstanbul 15.06.2013/11.03.2014 Gas bomb

37. Medeni Yıldırım (18) Diyarbakır Lice 28.06.2013 Real bullet (soldier)

38. Mehmet Reşit İşbilir (35) Hakkari
Yüksekova 06.12.2013 Real bullet 

39. Veysel İşbilir (34) Hakkari
Yüksekova 06.12.2013 Real bullet 

40. Bemal Tokçu (25) Hakkari
Yüksekova 07.12.2013/11.12.2013 Real bullet 

41. Elif Çermik (64) İstanbul 22.12.2013/30.05.2014 Tear gas/heart attack

Source: Turkey Human Rights Foundation Daily Reports and Newspaper Searches 

The study is conducted by: Turkey Human Rights Platform. 
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Annex 2: Ataman Group Cases and Violation Determinations Table

1.  Intervention in peaceful gatherings contrary to Article 11 of the ECHR.

2.  Targeting of peaceful protesters in non-peaceful gatherings contrary to Article 11 and Article 
3 of the ECHR. 

3.  Disproportionate use of force (by way of tear gas or physical force) to disperse peaceful or 
non-peaceful gatherings contrary to Article 11 and Article 3 of the ECHR.

4.  Prosecution of peaceful protesters under various domestic laws contrary to Article 11 of the 
ECHR.

5.  Lack of effective investigations into actions of police officers and their superiors in violation 
of Article 3 is contrary to positive procedural obligations under Article 3. 

Case / Affaire 1 2 3 4 5

OYA ATAMAN X X

ABDULLAH YAŞA AND OTHERS X X

AÇIK AND OTHERS X X

AKGOL AND GOL X X X

AKMAN AHMET X

ALDEMIR NURETTIN AND OTHERS X X X

ALI GUNES X

ARPAT X X X X

ASICI AND OTHERS X X X

ASICI No. 2

AYTAŞ AND OTHERS X X X X

BALÇIK AND OTHERS X X X

BIÇICI X X X X

CANLI CEMALETTIN NO. 2 X X

ÇELİK No. 3 X X X X

DİSK AND KESK X X

DUR X X X

EKŞI AND OCAK

GAZIOGLU AND OTHERS X X
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Case / Affaire 1 2 3 4 5

GÜLER AND ÖNGEL X X

GULIZAR TUNCER X X X

GÜN AND OTHERS X X X

İBRAHİM ERGÜN X X X

İŞERİ AND OTHERS X X

İZCİ X X X

IZGI X X

KARABULUT SAMÜT X X

KARATEPE AND OTHERS X X X

KEMAL BAŞ X X

KOP X X X

ÖKTEM EVRIM X (Article 2)

ÖZALP ULUSOY X X X

ÖZDEMIR NISBET X X X

PEKASLAN AND OTHERS X X X

ŞAHIN AND OTHERS X

SAYA AND OTHERS X X X

SUBAŞİ AND ÇOBAN X X X

TAŞARSU X

TIMTIK X X X

TUNCER GÜLIZAR X X X

TURAN BICER X X X

ÜMIT ERDEM

UZUNGET AND OTHERS X X

YAŞAR EMINE X X X

YILMAZ SERKAN AND OTHERS X X X
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Annex 3: Charges against Peaceful Protesters under the Ataman Group cases 

Case / Affaire

Reasons for prosecution 

VerdictViolation 
of Law No. 
2911 

Prevention of 
performance: 
persistence in 
preventing the 
public officer from 
performing his 
duty.

Membership 
to a terrorist 
organization 
– Propaganda 
in support 
of a terrorist 
organization 

Damage to 
public property

Other 
(Defamation, 
physical injury, 
etc.)

OYA ATAMAN The applicant has not been prosecuted.

ABDULLAH YAŞA 
AND OTHERS X X Acquittal

AÇIK AND OTHERS The applicants have not been prosecuted.

AKGOL AND GOL X X

Sentenced to 1 
year 3 months 
of imprisonment 
(Appeal process 
continues as of the 
application date.)

AKMAN AHMET X X X
Prosecution process 
continues as of the 
application date.

ALDEMIR NURETTIN 
AND OTHERS X Acquittal

ALI GUNES The applicant has not been prosecuted.

ARPAT X Acquittal

ASICI AND OTHERS X Acquittal

ASICI No. 2

AYTAŞ AND OTHERS X Acquittal

BALÇIK AND OTHERS X Acquittal

BIÇICI X Acquittal

CANLI CEMALETTIN 
NO. 2 X Acquittal

ÇELİK No. 3 X Acquittal

DİSK AND KESK The applicants have not been prosecuted.

DUR X X Acquittal
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Case / Affaire

Reasons for prosecution 

VerdictViolation 
of Law No. 
2911 

Prevention of 
performance: 
persistence in 
preventing the 
public officer from 
performing his 
duty.

Membership 
to a terrorist 
organization 
– Propaganda 
in support 
of a terrorist 
organization 

Damage to 
public property

Other 
(Defamation, 
physical injury, 
etc.)

EKŞI AND OCAK

GAZIOGLU AND 
OTHERS X Acquittal

GÜLER AND ÖNGEL X Acquittal

GULIZAR TUNCER X Acquittal

GÜN AND OTHERS X

Sentenced to 1 
year 6 months of 
imprisonment and 
489 TL of fine.

İBRAHİM ERGÜN X Acquittal

İŞERİ AND OTHERS The applicants have not been prosecuted.

İZCİ The applicant has not been prosecuted.

IZGI X Acquittal

KARABULUT SAMÜT The applicant has not been prosecuted.

KARATEPE AND 
OTHERS X Acquittal

KEMAL BAŞ X X Acquittal

KOP The applicants have not been prosecuted.

ÖKTEM EVRIM X Acquittal

ÖZALP ULUSOY The applicant has not been prosecuted.

ÖZDEMIR NISBET The applicant has not been prosecuted.

PEKASLAN AND 
OTHERS X X Acquittal

ŞAHIN AND OTHERS X Suspension of 
sentence for 5 years

SAYA AND OTHERS The applicants have not been prosecuted.

SUBAŞİ AND ÇOBAN The applicants have not been prosecuted.
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Case / Affaire

Reasons for prosecution 

VerdictViolation 
of Law No. 
2911 

Prevention of 
performance: 
persistence in 
preventing the 
public officer from 
performing his 
duty.

Membership 
to a terrorist 
organization 
– Propaganda 
in support 
of a terrorist 
organization 

Damage to 
public property

Other 
(Defamation, 
physical injury, 
etc.)

TAŞARSU X X X

Acquittal (Prevention 
of performance), 
Deferment of the 
announcement of 
the verdict (crimes of 
terror)

TIMTIK X Acquittal

TUNCER GÜLIZAR The applicants have not been prosecuted.

TURAN BICER X

Sentenced to 
imprisonment of 3 
years and 5 months, 
released after words 
by way of Law No. 
4559. 

ÜMIT ERDEM The applicant has not been prosecuted.

UZUNGET AND 
OTHERS X

Partial acquittal, 
sentence of 
imprisonment and 
fine as to separate 
components

YAŞAR EMINE X Acquittal

YILMAZ SERKAN 
AND OTHERS X

Prosecution process 
continues as of the 
application date. 
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